
English 1010-Introduction to College Writing (section 13) 

Fall 2014 

  
Instructors: Jennifer Gibb    Stephanie Millett 
Office:  HCC 476    HCC 458 
Office hours: M/W/F 9:00-10:00 am  M/W/F 12:00-1:00 p.m. 
Telephone: 435-879-4246   435-313-4784 
  (only during office hours) 
Email:  jgibb@dixie.edu   milletts@dixie.edu  
 
Course meeting time: M/W/F 10:00-10:50am 
Location: HCC 477 
 
Required Text: 
How to Write Anything 2nd Edition by John J. ruszkiewicz and Jay T. Dolmage 
 
Other Necessary Supplies: 
Flash drive for in-class presentations 
 
Course Catalog Description:   
Partially fulfills General Education English requirement.  Designed to improve students' abilities to read, 
analyze, and write expository papers. Provides opportunities to write and revise a number of essays. 
Activities, library research, portfolios, writing to a style guide, and tests may also be used to prepare 
students to write college level papers. Successful completers (grade C or higher) will be prepared to take 
ENGL 2010.  Prerequisite: LIB 1010 (can be taken concurrently); AND English placement score 19 or 
higher OR ENGL 0990 (Grade C or higher and if ENGL 0995 required, Grade C or higher); AND Reading 
placement score 17 or higher OR ENGL 1470 (Grade C or higher)  
 
Overall English Department Mission Statement  
The English Department at Dixie State University strives to instill in students an appreciation for the 
centrality of language and literature in human culture, particularly their function in social, historical, and 
political contexts. Students who major in English master skills in analyzing and evaluating texts and other 
media, as well as learning how to produce focused critical essays.  
 
Emphasis Mission Statement (Composition)  
As a subset to the English Department, the Composition Program seeks to fulfill the mission of both the 
department and the overall college GE mission. In particular, the program wants to strengthen students’ 
skills and confidence in writing and critical thinking. It also seeks to increase students’ written fluency, 
and help them better formulate and organize ideas into focused, developed, articulate, and persuasive 
essays.  
 
Specific Objectives of the Course: 
READING/THINKING OBJECTIVES 

1. Identify a writer’s purpose/thesis. 
2. Understand a writer’s organization and structure.  
3. Recognize a writer’s tone, i.e. an author’s attitude toward the subject and audience. 
4. Assess the effectiveness of a writer’s presentation of detail in support of a main idea. 
5. Analyze a writer’s possible underlying assumptions and biases. 
6. Recognize and avoid fallacies in reasoning. 
7. Use relevant, convincing, and sufficient evidence and logic. 

 

mailto:jgibb@dixie.edu
mailto:milletts@dixie.edu
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WRITING OBJECTIVES 

1. Assess the relationship of writers to audience and purpose. 
2. Understand the value of the writing process as it can happen in stages, including planning, 

brainstorming, organizing, rough draft writing, revising, and proofreading. 
3. Carefully choose and restrict the subject, and create a precise thesis statement that will control 

the selection, arrangement, and presentation of material. 
4. Use strategies for creating effective overall structure, including the use of categories, topic 

sentences, transitions, parallel structure, and repeated key words and synonyms. 
5. Know and use developmental strategies necessary to write individual paragraphs and the 

paper as a whole. 
6. Write unified, coherent, and developed paragraphs that effectively use topic sentences, 

repeated key terms, synonyms, pronouns, and transitions 
7. Compose introductory paragraphs that get the reader’s attention, state the thesis, suggest a 

plan of development, make positive first impressions, and set the tone. 
8. Compose concluding paragraphs that give a sense of closure. 
9. Recognize and avoid fragments , run-ons, fused sentences/comma splices, faulty modifiers, and 

problems with subject/verb agreement and pronoun agreement. 
10. Consistently use punctuations and mechanics in a manner consistent with standard written 

English. 
11. Understand choices related to style, emphasis, and sentence variety. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

1. Critically assess research information and incorporate such research into their papers. 
2. Paraphrase, summarize, and quote source material in their own writing. 
3. Understand and avoid plagiarism. 
4. Know when and how to use the following methods of incorporatin: 

a. Introduction of quotations and paraphrases. 
b. Use of quotation marks, brackets, and ellipses. 
c. Use of long quotations. 
d. Use of passages combining paraphrases and quotations. 
e. Proper forms for documenting and citing of sources. 

5. Use a broad array of the DSU Library’s print and online research resources, such as the library 
catalog, subject-specific encyclopedias, article databases, and Utah’s catalog. 

6. Use the MLA style of source lead-ins (when appropriate), parenthetical documentation, and 
bibliographic form. 

7. Develop a preliminary bibliography, notes, and an outline (or other organizational strategy) as 
steps in writing a research paper. 

COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. Write more clearly. 
2. Write more correctly (in terms of academic rules of effective writing). 

 
General Minimum Writing Requirements:  
Students in this course will:   

 Write a minimum of 4 essays: 
o Two of which must be approximately 5 pages in length (1,250 words). 
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o One of which must be at least a 5-page research essay that incorporates a 
sufficient number of credible sources (from such places as the DSC Library’s article 
databases, book catalog, subject-specific encyclopedias, and/or Utah’s catalog).    

 Write at least one graded, in-class essay.    
 Write no more than one narrative essay.   
 Engage in opportunities to draft and revise, and receive instructor feedback on early 
drafts (such as non-graded first drafts).   
 Write a total of at least 18 pages over the course of the semester (4500 words).   

   
Student Resources 
Library  http://library.dixie.edu  

Testing Center http://new.dixie.edu/testing 

Tutoring Center  http://dsc.dixie.edu/tutoring 
College Calendar:  http://www.dixie.edu/reg/?page=calendar 
 
Writing Center-The college provides a free service for students desiring additional assistance with their 
writing assignments in all courses.  The Writing Center is located in the 4th floor of the Holland 
Building.  Call 652-7743 for hours and more information.  The Writing Center 
  
Online Writing Lab-You can consult the Online Writing Lab website for information on a variety of issues 
related to writing, and for numerous links to relevant web-sites.  To reach the page, type the following 
link in your browser http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl/, or go to the DSU home page, scroll to “Academics,” and 
select “Online Writing Lab.”  
 
Instructor Assistance- Please feel free to come by during office hours (posted above) or to schedule an 
appointment with me at another time to discuss your writing.  You may also email me regarding 
questions or problems although I will not edit entire assignments through email (specific questions are 
encouraged).  I check email daily during the week and usually on the weekends unless I am out of town.  
However, please don’t wait until right before an assignment is due to email or phone in questions, as I 
may not answer in time. Give yourself at least a 24hr turn around time on emails. I want students succeed 
in the class, so don’t be shy about approaching me. 
 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Statement  

Students with medical, psychological, learning or other disabilities desiring reasonable academic 

adjustment, accommodations, or auxiliary aids to be successful in this class will need to contact the 

DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER Coordinator ( Baako Wahabu) for eligibility determination. Proper 

documentation of impairment is required in order to receive services or accommodations. DRC is located 

at the ground floor of the Financial Aid Office. Visit or call 652-7516 to schedule appointment to discuss 

the process. DRC Coordinator determines eligibility for and authorizes the provision of services.  

 
Academic Honesty 
This class is set up to give students the greatest chance possible at not only passing the class but also at 
making the most excellent grade they can.  Please do not abuse my trust by turning in work that is not 
your own.  Plagiarism is cheating and will be treated seriously.   
 
Allyn and Bacon explain that “plagiarism occurs whenever you take someone else’s work and pass it off 
as your own.  Plagiarism has two forms: borrowing another person’s ideas without giving credit through 

http://library.dixie.edu/
http://new.dixie.edu/testing
http://dsc.dixie.edu/tutoring
http://www.dixie.edu/reg/?page=calendar
http://dixiewritingcenter.com/
http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl/
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proper citation and borrowing another writer’s language without giving credit through quotation marks 
or block indentation” (624).   

We will cover “proper citation” strategies during the course of the semester.  Simply remember that if 
you did not come up with the information from personal experiences, then readers need to know where 
the information comes from.  Further, reading on the Internet does not count as personal experience.  
Information from the Internet must be properly cited.  All researched information must be properly cited 
for this class using either MLA or APA style citation. 

For citation information, check in your textbook, access the Dixie State University Research Paper Guide 
at http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl, or reference the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers 6th ed by 
Joseph Gibaldi. 

The Dixie State University Policies and Procedures Reads as Follows: 

3-34 ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE 

34.1 Cheating: Academic dishonesty in any form will not be tolerated at Dixie State University, including 
but not limited to plagiarism on written assignments, submitting other person's work as one's own, and 
cheating on exams or quizzes. Teachers at Dixie State University may discipline students proven guilty of 
academic dishonesty by: 

34.1.1 Giving a failing grade on the specific assignment where dishonesty occurred, 

34.1.2 Failing the student in the entire course, 

34.1.3 Immediately dismissing and removing the student from the course, and/or 

34.1.4 Referring the student to Student Affairs, a committee which may reprimand, place on probation, 
suspend, and/or expel the student. 

34.2 Disruptive Behavior: Teachers at Dixie State University have the right to manage the classroom 
environment to ensure a good learning climate. Toward this end, teachers (or college security) may 
dismiss and remove disruptive students from individual class activities. If a student's behavior continues 
to disrupt class activities, the teacher may dismiss and cause the removal of disruptive students from 
their course. 

34.3 Student Appeals: Students who believe themselves wrongfully disciplined may appeal those 
disciplinary actions through the standard grievance procedure. (Policy 5-35) 

 
Class Rules  
Attendance-The policy is very simple; you are allowed 5 absences without penalty, but after that your 
final grade will be reduced one quarter of a letter grade (25 points out of 1000) for each day you are 
absent. So, if you have an A (940) and you miss 6 classes, it becomes an A- (915), 7 classes it becomes a 
B+ (890), etc. Missing class 12 or more times makes it impossible to receive a passing grade. I will only 
grant “excused” absences in cases of extreme emergency.  Students absent from campus with the sanction 
of the college will be allowed to make up missed in-class work only if the instructor has been consulted 
and arrangements have been made before the scheduled activity.  We will adhere to the policies set out 
by DSU in the “Policies for Absences Related to College Functions.”   
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Attendance means “to attend.”  In other words, students should pay attention and participate in class 
activities.  Those who arrive unprepared, who sleep, who text, who do anything other than listen and 
participate may be counted as absent. 
 
If You Stop Attending Class: If you stop attending class, it is your responsibility to drop the class before 
that semester’s drop deadline.  This deadline date can be found at the DSC homepage (www.dixie.edu), on 
the left column, under the heading “Quick Links.”  Click on the given semester’s class schedule. 

You must also be on time to class.  I will give 12 quizzes randomly placed throughout the semester.  If you 
are late, you will not be able to take the quiz and quizzes may not be made-up.  I will drop your two 
lowest quiz scores.    
  
Classroom Expectations-The college classroom is an academic learning environment, and this means 
certain rules of behavior and common courtesy should be observed at all times.  Please present 
yourselves in a polite and professional manner, and I will endeavor to do the same.  Disruptive and/or 
disrespectful students asked to leave the class will be counted as absent for that entire class period.  
There is no eating, no cell phone use, and no unauthorized computer use during class time.  

Disruptive behavior may best be defined as any behavior that inhibits an instructor’s ability to conduct 
class, or behavior that limits another student’s ability to benefit from instruction – including conduct, 
speech, or activity that interferes with the learning activities of other students.  Some example of 
disruptive behavior may include:  

 Physical violence, verbal abuse, or harassment 
 Intoxication of illegal drug use 
 Use of profanity 
 Failing to respect other when expressing their own viewpoints 
 Talking while the instructor or another student is talking 
 Constant questions or interruptions that interfere with classroom presentation 

Late Work-The due dates are all clearly marked, and it is very important that you turn your assignments 
in on time.  For every day that an assignment is late, you lose one letter grade: 1 minute to 24 hours 
late=minus one letter grade; 24 to 48 hours=minus two letter grades; etc.  If work is submitted more than 
a week late, you will receive 50% credit.  No work will be accepted after final grades have been posted. 
 
Exams- Attendance at both the Midterm and the Final exams is mandatory and make-ups will not be 
allowed.  (See attendance policy concerning school sanctioned absences).  Permission to reschedule the 
final will only be given under extreme circumstances and will require completion of the “Dixie State 
University Early/Late Final Exam Permission Form” which requires my signature and the signature of the 
English Department Chair.   
 
Special Note 
Conferences-After your Literary Analysis, Argument, and Critical Analysis have been peer-reviewed, the 
students will schedule a conference with the instructor.  In these conferences, we will go over the 
professional draft of the paper in detail.  Check the course schedule below for these dates. 

Graded work- I will post a detailed description of all work to be completed at home on Canvas.   I must be 
able to open all attachments.  If I cannot open an assignment or paper, it will be counted late.  If I don’t 
see your work, it does not count.  Please submit assignments in a timely manner to avoid any loss of 
points. 
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Assignments 
Quizzes-There will be 12 quizzes.  Questions will come largely from your assigned readings.  They may 
also cover material covered in class.  The pattern of the quizzes will be the pattern of the final exam.  Each 
quiz is worth 10 points, and I will drop the two lowest grades at the end of the semester.  Please note 
quizzes cannot be made up, so whenever possible, plan to be present and on time. 
 
In-class assignments- Two of these in-class assignments will require you to complete the Forum 
Assignment.  You will find specific instructions in the assignment tool of Canvas.  There are three options 
on how to complete these assignments. These will require you to plan your schedule according and plan 
ahead.  The other in-class assignment is your in-class journal.    These assignments must submitted by 
the last of class. 
  
Writing Projects-Each paper will consist of a series of exercises that will take the student through the 
writing process, from prewriting to composing to revising--all the way through to putting the finishing 
touches on a final draft of a paper.  Different parts of each project will be due at different times.  You will 
receive extensive peer feedback, and I will grade the rough draft or professional draft and give 
suggestions for improvement and revision; the students will revise and then turn in the project again for 
a final grading.   
  
Final Exam-There will be a cumulative final exam covering grammar, revision, documentation, and 
assigned readings.  The pattern of the exam will be established by the quizzes you take during the 
semester.   

  
Grading Criteria for Writing Projects 
Letter grades on essays will be assigned according to the following criteria:  

“A” Paper 

Perhaps the principle characteristic of the “A” paper is its rich content.  Some people describe that content as “meaty,” 

others as “dense,” still others as “packed.” The information delivered is such that one feels significantly taught by the 

author, sentence after sentence, paragraph after paragraph.  The “A” paper is also marked by stylistic finesse: the title 

and opening paragraph are engaging; the transitions are artful; the phrasing is tight, fresh, and highly specific.  The “A” 

paper, because of its careful organization and development, imparts a feeling of wholeness and unusual clarity.  Sources 

will be well documented.  Students presents the paper professionally and in proper MLA or APA format.  

   

“B” Paper 

This paper is significantly more than competent.  Besides being almost free of mechanical errors, the “B” paper delivers s

ubstantial information that is, substantial in both quantity and interest-value.  Its specific points are logically ordered, 

well developed, and unified around a clear organizing principle that is apparent early in the paper.  The opening 

paragraph draws the reader in; the closing paragraph is both conclusive and thematically related to the opening.  The 

transitions between the paragrapsh are for the most part smooth; the sentence structures are pleasingly varied.  The 

diction of the “B” paper is typically much more concise and precise than that found in the “C” paper.  Occasionally, this 

diction even shows finesse and memorbility.  Work is presented professionally, and MLA or APA format is followed.  

 

“C” Paper 

This paper is generally competent; it meets the assignment, has few mechanical errors, and is reasonaby well‐organized 

and developed.  The actual information it delivers, however, seems thin and commonplace.  One reason for that impress
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ion is that  the ideas are typically cast in the form of vague generalizations that propmpt the confused reader to ask 

marginally: “In every case?” “Exactly how large?” “Why?” “But how many?” Stylistically, the “C” paper has other 

shortcomings as well: the opening paragraph does little to draw the reader in; the final paragraph offers only a 

perfunctory wrap-up; the transitions between paragraphs are often bumpy; the sentences, besides being a bit choppy, 

tend to follow predictable (hence monotonous) subject-verb-object patterns; and the diction is marred by repetitions, 

redundancy, and imprescision.  Sources are documented in MLA or APA format but are presented in a stylistically 

uncertain manner.  The “C” paper, then while it gets the job done, lack both imagination and intellectual rigor. 

  

“D” Papers 

Papers that reflect a less than average level of effort or accomplishment.  The papers do not respond well to the 

particular assignment, have numerous mechanical errors, and are poorly organized.  Writing seems perfunctory- not 

well thought out.  Sentences do not progress in a logical order or do not follow accepted sentences structures.  Student 

relies heavily upon clichés, slang, double-talk, or jargon.  Student did not follow conventions of punctuation, grammar, 

and spelling.  Paragraphs are not well developed.  Ideas are not well supported.  Student has not documented sources 

properly.  MLA or APA use may be ineffective, inconsistent, or simply incorrect. 

 

 “F” Papers 

Papers may demonstrate no understanding of the concepts.  Papers may not be well‐documented and my inadvertently 

plagiarize.  Papers may not differentiate between information from the source and the writer’s own ideas.  Papers may 

not meet minimum requirements regarding page length, word count, number of sources, types of sources.  Papers may 

be incoherent, to the point where readers cannot get a good idea regarding the overall argument or main idea.  Papers 

may not follow directions.  The grammar/mechanical errors may be such that the paper is basically unreadable. 

  

0‐Plagiarized papers, of course, will receive a zero and further action may be taken by the instructor and the college,  

according to college policy. 

 
 

 
 
 

Points Breakdown 
 Points possible % of overall grade 

Quizzes (10 @ 10pts each) 100 10% 

In-class assignments 150 15% 

Peer evaluations (4 @ 20 pts each) 80 8% 

Mid-term 50 5% 

Essay pre-writes (4 @ 15 pts each) 60 6% 

Essay Rough drafts  (4 @ 15 pts each) 60 6% 

Conferences (4 @ 25 pts each)  100 10% 

Presentations  50 5% 

Paper Final drafts 300 30% 

Final Exam 50 5% 
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Grading Scale  
940-1000=A  
900-939=A-  
870-899=B+   
830-869=B  
800-829=B-  
770-799=C+  
730-769=C  

  700-729=C-  
670-699=D+  
630-669=D  
600-629=D-  

599 and below=F 
 
Tentative Weekly Class Schedule:  
I reserve the right to change this schedule at any time.  Specific prep instructions will be given each class 
meeting.  Please email me if you miss class, and I will update you as to class activities.  Please bring the 
textbook to every class meeting! 

 
Fall 2014 

Class Schedule 

Date In Class Homework  
Week 1     

Monday, Aug 25 Course Introduction/Syllabus,  Read Syllabus 

Wednesday, Aug 27 Course Assessment-Pre-test 
 Introductions 

 

Friday, Aug 29 Diagnostic Essay 
 

 

Week 2   

Monday, Sept 1 Labor Day 
No Class 

 

Wednesday, Sept 3 Doc Utah 
No Class 

Read HTWA pgs. 250-
269 

Friday, Sept 5 Rhetorical Analysis  

Week 3     
Monday, Sept 8 MLA formatting 

 
 

Wednesday, Sept 10 RA Peer Review Rhetorical Analysis 
Prewrite due in class 
Rhetorical Analysis 

Essay Rough Draft due 
two copies in class and 

on Canvas @ 1PM 

Friday, Sept 12 Works Cited activity Rhetorical Analysis 
Essay Professional 

Draft due on Canvas @ 
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1PM 

Week 4     

Monday, Sept 15 Rhetorical Analysis Conferences Read HTWA pgs.  

Wednesday, Sept 17 Rhetorical Analysis Conferences  
Friday, Sept 19 Persuasive Essay 

 
Rhetorical Analysis 

Essay Final Draft due 
on Canvas @ 1PM 

Week 5     

Monday, Sept 22 Internships 
 

Read HTWA pgs. 138- 
169 

Persuasive Prewrite 
due on Canvas 

Wednesday, Sept 24 Integrating Secondary Sources  

Friday, Sept 26 Research Persuasive Essay 
Rough draft due on 

Canvas @ 1PM 

Week 6     
Monday, Sept 29 Persuasive Peer Review 

 
Read HTWA pgs. 600-

630 

Wednesday, Oct 1 Grammar Review 
 

Persuasive Essay 
Professional Draft due 

@ 1PM on Canvas 

Friday, Oct 3 Persuasive Essay Conferences  

Week 7    
Monday, Oct 6 Persuasive Essay Conferences  

Wednesday, Oct 8 Persuasive Essay Presentations  
Friday, Oct 10 Persuasive Essay Presentations Read HTWA pgs. 284-

289 and 408-411 
Week 8     

Monday, Oct 13 Essay Examinations/ Outlines Persuasive Essay Final 
Draft due @ 1PM on 

Canvas 

Wednesday, Oct 15 Midterm  
Friday, Oct 17 Semester Break 

No Class 
 

Week 9     

Monday, Oct 20 Research Paper Read HTWA pp 372-78 

Wednesday, Oct 22 Logical fallacies  

Friday, Oct 24 Writing Concepts: 
Staring at a Blank Piece of Paper 

Read HTWA 44-60 

Week 10   
Monday, Oct 27 Research Techniques Read HTWA  pp 296-99 

Wednesday, Oct 29 Annotated Bibliography Prewriting Due 
Friday, Oct 31 Developing a Thesis  

Week 11     
Monday, Nov 3 Thesis Day Annotated 

Bibliography Due 
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Wednesday, Nov 5 Research Paper Conferences  

Friday, Nov 7 Research Paper Conferences  

Week 12     

Monday, Nov 10 Research Paper Peer Review Research Paper  
Rough Draft Due 

Wednesday, Nov 12 Research Paper Presentations  

Friday, Nov 14 Research Paper Presentations Read HTWA pp 4-22 
Week 13   

Monday, Nov 17 Personal Narratives Research Paper  
Final Draft Due 

Wednesday, Nov 19 Writing Concepts: Voice  
Friday, Nov 21 Sharing Personal Narratives Personal Narrative  

Prewriting Due 

Week 14   

Monday, Nov 24 Document Design  
Wednesday, Nov 26 Thanksgiving Break 

No Class 
 

Friday, Nov 28  Thanksgiving Break 
No Class 

 

Week 15    

Monday, Dec 1 Personal Narrative Peer Review Personal Narrative 
Rough Draft Due 

Wednesday, Dec 3 Personal Narrative Conferences  

Friday, Dec 5 Personal Narrative Conferences Read HTWA pp 310-23 
Week 16     

Monday, Dec 8 Practical Writing:  
Emails and Letters 

Personal Narrative 
Final Draft Due 

Wednesday, Dec 10 Celebrate Your Writing  
Friday, Dec 12 Final Review Last day to hand in 

assignments 
Exam Week     

Dec 15 - 19 FINAL EXAM Wednesday,  
Dec 15th  10:00 am 

- 

 
   


